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Extend your programming expertise across the widest range of mobile devices with this incisive guide to Microsoft ASP.NET mobile controls. Now integrated into Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003, ASP.NET mobile controls enable you to build applications that render intelligently on different devices—regardless of markup language, browser, or form factor. The authors expertly guide you through the mobile Web application development process, explaining how to fully exploit Visual Studio .NET and the Microsoft .NET Framework 1.1 for rapid and more flexible development. Discover how to create innovative, intuitive solutions—instead of wrestling with interoperability issues.

Learn how to:

	Build mobile Web Forms pages with device-independent properties, methods, and events
	Use “code-behind” techniques to separate programming logic from the UI
	Employ the standard controls or download new custom controls
	Build controls from scratch and program device adapters
	Customize applications for specific devices with templates
	Access data using Microsoft ADO.NET and the Visual Database Tools
	Know when to use application vs. session state
	Apply best practices for using XML Web services in mobile applications
	Help secure applications with ASP.NET authentication services
	Develop multilingual and multicultural applications
	Debug code, trap runtime errors, and use software emulators to test applications
	Configure, package, and deploy applications
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Mars, A Cosmic Stepping Stone: Uncovering Humanity's Cosmic ContextSpringer, 2008
The questions of our origin and cosmic abundance of life are among the most compelling facing humanity. We have determined much about the nature and origin of the Universe and our place in it, but with virtually all evidence of our origin long since gone from our world and an unimaginably vast Universe still to explore, defining answers are...
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Color Design Workbook: A Real World Guide to Using Color in Graphic DesignRockport Publishers, 2008

	Now in Paperback!
	
		Since color is such a important part of graphic design, designers need the most up to date as well as the most fundamental, information on the subject to have the tools needed to use color effectively. From the meanings behind colors to working with color in presentations, this book provides readers with...
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Pro ASP.NET 2.0 in VB 2005Apress, 2006
This book is intended as a primer for professional developers who have reasonable knowledge of
server-side web development. This book doesn’t provide an exhaustive look at every ingredient in
the .NET Framework—in fact, such a book would require twice as many pages. Instead, this book
provides a lean, intelligent...
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Remote Sensing for Sustainable Forest ManagementCRC Press, 2001
As remote sensing data and methods have become increasingly complex and varied - and increasingly reliable - so have their uses in forest management. New algorithms have been developed in virtually every aspect of image analysis, from classification to enhancements to estimating parameters. Remote Sensing for Sustainable Forest Management reviews...
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Land of Nuclear Enchantment: A New Mexican History of the Nuclear Weapons IndustryUniversity of New Mexico Press, 2019

	
		In this thoughtful social history of New Mexico's nuclear industry, Lucie Genay traces the scientific colonization of the state in the twentieth century from the points of view of the local people. Genay focuses on personal experiences in order to give a sense of the upheaval that accompanied the rise of the nuclear era. She...
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Refugee Protection and Civil Society in EuropePalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This volume analyses civil society as an important factor in the European refugee regime. Based on empirical research, the chapters explore different aspects, structures and forms of civil society engagement during and after 2015. Various institutional, collective and individual activities are...
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